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View of the Honolulu skyline at night
from the Kapiolani Manor

o lv i n g s k y l i n e
Nature melds with man

by DEAN SAKAMOTO | Photograps by OLIVIER KONING

There is no other city on earth as geographically
remote, densely populated, and yet so alluring as
Honolulu. Today, Honolulu’s urban image is characterized by her distinct skyline —which combines the
grace of nature with modern development. Like
other port cities, Honolulu’s over view from afar is
dominated by dense groupings of sun-bleached

skyscrapers, which have collectively transformed its
waterfront over the past century. While it may be
surprising to first-time visitors (and even those who
have known her from years gone by), with a population of nearly a million people, Honolulu is the 50th
State’s center of commerce, and ranks among the
top twelve of the largest cities in the U.S.
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HONOLULU'S EVOLVING SKYLINE

One surprise may be the contrast between the
island of Oahu’s dynamic topography — which is
over laid by a carpet of roads and buildings.
Another may be the counter image of Honolulu’s
hyper development versus one’s expectation of
finding an isolated settlement with less of an
imprint onto its natural gifts.
For me personally — I was born in Honolulu
during the early 1960s, and have left and returned
too many times to count —my first glance of her
skyline upon arrival, and the last glance upon
departure, is always accompanied by a rush of
emotion. This extraordinary juxtaposition of the
city, her land and the sea, is as heart-wrenching
as it is intellectually visceral.
But what makes this mid-Pacific metropolis’ skyline
so unique? Unlike most cities, Honolulu’s densely packed
architectural skyline is typically framed by a brilliant blue
and white sky above, the deep teal Pacific Ocean below,
and backed by the chiseled Ko`olau Mountains. This
verdant mountain chain creates a setting of geometrically complex peaks and valleys, which stretches from
east to west. Hawaiian sunlight is another key ingredient.
Never static, nature’s light enables an ever-changing
scene of shifting illumination, shade, shadow and color
from sunrise to a seemingly orchestrated sunset. The
symphony of reds, yellows and pink is rather majestically
absorbed both by natural and man-made structures.
One early memory of Honolulu’s skyline is the beehive-like IBM Building (built in 1962). As a grade school
kid, I remember the IBM as the backdrop of family picnics (it stands in front of Ala Moana Beach Park). IBM’s
noted modern Hawaiian architect Vladimir Ossipoff
(1907-1998) said of his building’s most unique feature, its
elegant and repetitious screened façades “…(which) gives
the building a sense of belonging in the sun… The deep
shadows of the grillwork become as significant a part of
the architecture as any part of the structure itself.”
Although Honolulu’s strong sunlight is everywhere,
its intensity and nuanced quality is matched by her skyline’s lantern-like effect at night. (It is aptly captured in

essence within Keola and Kapono Beamer’s classic song,
Honolulu City Lights.) Thousands of points of electric
light are emitted nightly from hundreds of high-rises
that spread across the horizon, from Downtown to
Diamond Head; it is both striking and sentimental.
This epic composition of the natural and humanmade has replaced the earlier post card view of pre-jet
age Hawaii. While the older generation may lament this
loss — of white sand beaches, wooden surfboards and
palm trees — today’s Honolulu skyline may also be
understood as a collective symbol of an ever-evolving
Hawaii.
Situated on the leeward side of the island of Oahu,
Honolulu is a lineal city that is bounded by both its
mountains (mauka) and shore (makai), flowing from
Diamond Head to Honolulu Harbor.
Formerly, this was the playground of the native royalty who built their weekend homes here throughout the
18th and 19th centuries. By the early 20th century Waikiki
evolved into an exclusive resort for the few adventurous
and well-to-do — 1930s movie stars such as Charlie
Chaplin, Shirley Temple and other celebrities of the day
— who traveled by steamship. It was not until 1959, when
Hawaii’s Statehood and jet-age tourism converged that
the transformation of Waikiki launched the popular
resort district it is today.
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Masterworks
“No two skylines are alike.
Architect Paul D. Spreiregen called
a skyline ‘a physical representation
[of a city's] facts of life ... a potential work of art ... its collective
vista.’ I’d like to think Halekulani
adds a touch of elegance to the skyline of Waikiki.”
–Peter Shaindlin,
Chief Operating Officer

Diamond Head and
Waikiki from the ocean
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From whichever vantage point, Diamond Head is
ever-present in the skyline view and reminds us at all
times where we are. After all, even Honolulu’s armada of
skyscrapers stand apart from the over seven hundred
foot high peak of Diamond Head which is unquestionably the defining element of the Waikiki end of her skyline. [PHOTO: Diamond Head from somewhere]
In 1938, a prominent voice, the American cultural
critic Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), speculated upon
Honolulu’s fate as a cosmopolitan city of the future.
Mumford, working on commission for the City of
Honolulu’s Parks Department, authored a report he
titled Whither Honolulu, in which he praised this city’s
natural virtues and cautioned how the neglect of proper
environmentally-conscious planning may degrade it.
Mumford envisioned a civil and green Honolulu, a parklike city dominated by its tropical foliage of fiery colors
and shady textures, with roads running from mountains
to the sea to take advantage of the cooling trade winds
—as well as to reinforce movement towards the shoreline.
Just before then (1926 to be exact), the venerable
Territorial-era architect, Charles W. Dickey (1871-1942),
designed the memorable Halekulani bungalows.
Inspired by the high-pitched roofs of native dwellings,
Dickey’s one-story cottages — while lying close to the
ground — were imposing yet intimate. Although they
were removed to make way for the hotel’s 1980s expan-

sion, Dickey’s bungalows are also remembered for its
harmonious relationship to the palm grove in which it
was sited.
While it would be simplistic to write-off Honolulu’s
high-rise skyline to progress, she is perpetually at risk of
spoiling her natural gifts, or so warned Mumford. This
extant possibility was clear to Vladimir Ossipoff in 1964
— five years into Statehood and rising tourism — when
his “War On Ugliness” made newspaper headlines. He
stated that he and other architects would “…use all the
resources at our disposal to make the people of Hawaii
… more aware of the part every individual and segment
of our community can play in making this a more beautiful place to live and work.”
Ossipoff’s decree, which mainly sought to establish
zoning controls in Waikiki (there were none at the time),
proved to be prophetic to say the least.
Since then, a nearly five decade long building boom
transformed Honolulu’s leeward shore. Large scale concrete and glass luxury hotels and condominiums sprouted up from Downtown to Waikiki. The mid-century
modern Ilikai (1964); the sweeping and monolithic
Sheraton Waikiki (1970); the regal twin towers of the
Hyatt Regency Waikiki (1976); the curved glass twin
Nauru Towers (1992); and the recent all reflective glassclad Hokua condominiums (2006) are a few examples of
high-impact developments which have remade the face
of Honolulu.
As one who believes both in the practicality of
progress and in the supremacy of nature, I feel that
Honolulu’s architectural skyline is inextricably linked
to her exceptional natural qualities. The fleeting
Hawaiian sky, its diverse topography and water make
Honolulu’s skyline a joint effort by man and nature
truly one of a kind.
Dean Sakamoto, FAIA, is a practicing architect and
faculty member at the Yale School of Architecture. He is the
author of Hawaiian Modern: The Architecture of Vladimir
Ossipoff, published by the Honolulu Academy of Arts in
association with Yale University Press, 2007.

